
THE MUTUAL ASSISTANCE OBLIGATION IN THE

EUROPEAN UNION'S TREATY OF LISBON

(Abstract)

The process, under which the mutual assistance obligation could offer

a motive and basis fbr military cooperation between the Member States

when addressing serious threats oth"ith"" armed aggression per se' must be

considered as a separa;ioft..rn" EU's Tleaties also include other paragraphs

which undefscore soiidaritybetween Member states. one such is the provision

inTEUArticle24,whichdealswiththefoundationsoftheCFSPandcallsfor
the development of -"*"f pottical solidarity among Yd:t States' How-

ever, due to its precise *rrai"g, the mutual assistance obligation differs from

the other,,rror" g.n..^l, pto"ilio"' in the Tteaty which emphasise solidarin-

among Member S,^,"'"tit is why many Member States - notwithstandine

the urilikelihood of the condition in the obligation -must 
1t:ome 

stage asses:

its significance from the perspective of their national legislation'
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l.Introduction
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the European Security and Defence- Policy (ESDP). t: t"u'y harmo-

nises the EU,s crisis ,irunug"-.nt policies and brings military and civilian

crisismanagementdimensionsclosertogether.Inageneralsense'theTrean
also facilitates action among a grou , oi M"-ber states in the EU's crisii

management just as in the development of military capabilities'
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For the very first time in the EU's history, the teaty of Lisbon incor-
3)rates the provision of mutual aid and assistance between the Member
States in the case of armed aggression - the so-called mutual assistance clause

- in the Union's Tieaties.This obligates the Member States to provide mutual
i-rsistance. No competence is transferred to the EU or its institutions in this
:ontext, nor are any common military structures created for the implementation
of the obligation. The threat scenario envisaged in the security guarantees,
:-e. armed aggression against a Member State, is extremely unlikely in the
rrevailing European security situation. Nevertheless, by adopting this change,
-.he European Union gives an indication of the dimension of solidarity
Detween the Member States. Once the teaty of Lisbon entered into force,
ihe EU's range of security-enhancing instruments is more comprehensive, the
rrmost limit of which is the European common defence, which the teaty
still acknowledges. The Union is capable of carrying out extensive crisis
management tasks, in addition to which its counter-terrorism capabilities
aave been strengthened. The mutual assistance clause is, first and foremost,
associated with armed aggression.

This, however, involves phrasing the kind of interdependency that is
rvpically viewed as a prevailing condition among Member States as a legal
obligation. In practice, the single currency or the common external borders
alone preclude the detachment of one Member State from the security
situation of the others.

This study evaluates the key dimensions of the mutual assistance clause
in the Treaty of Lisbon.

2. History of the mutual assistance obligation
Pursuant to the Treaty of Lisbon, the mutual assistance obligation in

the Tieaty on European Union (Article 28 A(7)) reads as follows:
"If a Member state is the oictirn of armed aggression on its tercitory, the

other Member States shall have tozuards it an obligation of aid and assistance by
all the llteans in their pozt:er, in accordance u.tith Article 51 of the (Jnited Nations
Charter. This shall not prejudice the specifc character of the security and defence

policy of certain Member States.
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Commitments and cooperation in this area shall be consistent with
commitments under the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, zahich,for those States
zuhich are members o1f it, rernains thefoundation of their collectir-te defence and the

fo rum for i ts i ntp I e m e n tati o n. "

The essence of this provision in the Treaty,known as the mutual assist-
ance obligationl in this report, harks back to the relationship between the
union and the Western European union (WEU), established in 1954. As
early as 1948, five western European nations signed the so-called Brussels
Treaty, encompassing a mutual defence obligation2, in addition to economic.
social and cultural collaboration. A military command structure and a defence
strategy were created for the purpose of implementing the mutual defence
obligation. These were amalgamated into the transatlantic military alliance
NATO, established a yeat later. Some other western European nations alsc
joined the alliance, in addition to the United States and Canada.The foundins
of the WEU in 1954 as an institutional structure provided an opportunity fo:
Germany and trtaly to be included under the umbrella of mutuai obligations
Up until then they had stayed outside these organisations. A Council anc
an Assembly, composed of representatives of the Treaty powers, as well a.
subsidiary bodies, were created to manage the activities of the WEU. Th.
organisation had no notable military role during the Cold War. Rather, i
operated as a political forum for its members.

Member States in NAro which joined the EC later, such as spair
Portugal and Greece, usually joined the WEU as well" Denmark is the lon.
NATO member in the EC with an observer only starus in the wEU. Whe :

Finland, Sweden, trreland and Austria joined the EU, they followed suit an:
became observers in the WEU.

The end of the Cold War and the expansion of integration into securir
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Little by little the WEU began to emerge as the military arm of the European

Community and, as 
"urly 

u, th. end of the 1980s, several EC nations proposed

-,he integration oftheWbU and its mission into the trC.The founding members

of the Et pr"rr"d the issue in both of the Intergovernmental Conferences of

rhe 1990s. However, due to resistance from the United Kingdom and other

\{ember States backing it on this issue, integration was not achieved'3 These

countries were oppos"J to the creation of a military capability for the EU in

a situation in which NATO is also the forum of military collaboration for its

European members. The United Kingdom gradually adopted a more positive

,,".r." towards military cooperation under the auspices of the EU' However,

rhe institutional structure of the WEU was dissolved and a policy planning

and earlywarning unit was set up for the EU in supPort of the defence policy

,limension under the Amsterdamteaty. Even though the matter of including

rhe mutual defence obligation of the WEU in the Union's teaties was again

proposed in the Intergovernmental Conference of 2000, this was not, however,

io.r". Th" Brussels teafy remained in force, albeit largely symbolically.

The European Convention on the future of the European Union fesur-

rected the prospect of incorporating a military assistance obligation into the

EU's Treaties. The Conventioris proposal for a Constitutional teaty included

a provision, according to which a mrrt tul assistance obligation be created and

off.r.d to allwilling Member States. Even though the proposal did not contain

.any expfess link to the WEU's mutual defence obligation, the connection

,uu, obuiorrs. The convention working Group on Defence prepared the

incorporation of a common security clause in the Tteaty, embodied in the

ioint Franco-German proposal.a The final fePoft of the working Group

introduced the idea as a'\olidarity and c0/nrr70n security clause"' The purpose

of this was to permit the continuation of the mutual defence obligations of

the Brussels Tieaty under the auspices of the EU and among willing Member

,*"-H**;,Y*Y;.:l+fl n-fi;l;H:*:T"#ffiHffi '?:1
ture in the 2000 IGC.

4 cf. wD 036 -wG vIII, Franco-Gefman comments on the preliminary draft final fePoft of

Working Group VIII "Defence" (WD 022).
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3. The mutual assistance obligation as an element in the EU's teaties:
key interpretations

The mutual assistance obligation is included in Article 2g A(7) of the
security and defence policy chapter in the Treaty of Lisbon. On the one hand,
the obligation must be differentiated from the common defence provision,
one of the key security and defence policy provisions ever since 1993 (the
Maastricht Treaty) and, on the other hand, from the solidarity clause in the
teaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) Art. 1ggr, included
in the Treaty of Lisbon. Common defence infers an increasingly integrated
European defence structure for which there are no detailed provisions in the
Treaty,even though recurrent amendments have paved the way for a common
defence.6 The solidarity clause, for its part, comprises provisions on the
Union's joint efforts as regards terrorist strikes, naturaldisasters or man-made

{i11ters. According to the clause, the Union's joint action extends beyond the
ESDP by also tapping into non-military instruments.

The mutual assistance obligation differs from the traditional logic of
EU teaties. Instead of transferring competence to the Union, it c;eates
responsibilities which exist purelybetween the Member states.when it comes
to the implementation of these obligations, it is expressly understood that the
EU or its institutions play no part in it. Whereas the final proposal of the
Convention still included the following verbiage: "Participating Mernber States
shall rneet at ministerial level, assisted by their representatives on the Political and
Security Conrrnittee and the Military Committee",this was struck offthe Treaty
on European Union. In a purely legal sense the mutual assistance clause
does not have a strong association with the EU or its common capabilities.
Hence, it differs from the solidarity clause included in the TEU, Article
188r. The solidarity clause is established for the purpose of dealing with

6 References to a common defence have evolved. The MaastrichtTreaty (TEU Article J 4)
phrased it as follows: "...includinq the eventual fr
time (italics) lead to a common defenc.,'. The Am
which might lead to common defence, should the
(Art.28A) the text reads: "...this will lead to a co
unanimously, so decides. It shall in that case recom
decision in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements."
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terrorist strikes or natural and man-made disasters. Should any of these threar
scenarios materialise, it explicitly authorises the Union to mobilise all of the
instruments at its disposal, including military crisis management resources.
The intergovernmental character of the mutual assistance obligation, as well
as its limited connection to the EU's institutions or capabilities, reveals its
origins in the Brussels Treaty. Likewise, the Union's security policy objective:
and the differences of opinion regarding the phrasing of the mutual assistance
obligation have effectively restrained the creation of rules and procedures for
its implementation. Therefore, only scant legal and political material exists for
interpreting the mutual assistance obligation.

3.1.7he threat scenario and the nature of assistance, as defrned in ttx
obligation

The mutual assistance obligation has a traditional military alliance
character in the sense that it obligates assistance in the specific situation of
armed aggression against a Member State. This collective self-defence righr
is based on Article 51 of the UN Charter, which is also mentioned in thc
appropriate paragraph of the Treaty.Internation al law experts have engaged
in an extensive debate on how the UN Charter's self-defence right should be
interpreted, especially, with regard to the lawfulness of pre-emptive defencc
and the extent ofmeasures taken.TThe convention ofinterpretations ofthe [A-
Charter is of crucial importance regarding the interpretation of the Union-.
mutual assistance clause. Article 51 of the UN Charter also determines thc
boundaries of the activities implemented under the Uniont mutual assistanc
clause.

Nevertheless, in view of the EU's extensive interdependency, it also has
to be asked just how flexibly the mutual assistance clause could be interpreted
in light of the threat scenario at hand, and in what respect it could offer r
more general platform for claims of solidarity between the Member States in
situations other than armed aggression. All activities between the Member
States must, of course, comply with international law governing the use of

7 Cf. Legzl grounds for the use of force. A commentary submitted to the foreign relatiol
committee of the Parliament. Aprrr2002. Helsinki. Ministry for Foreign Afairs.
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Such a situation wo.ur{ arso probabry result rn a verypragmatic evaluation
the joint action included in the -,rt.rur assistance tirig?,i"n. on the oth-hand one must note that the gener
States vis-d-vis the existenc. of th.
rigid responses from them as reg
of implementation. Military intelr
eventual modes of operation.

From a purely legar point of view it has to be stated that the imp,,mentation of the union's mutuar assistance obligation and the roresindividual Member states would be unanimously agried between the r\4emb,
states. since this is not an 

^rea 
of EU .o-p","rrJ., EDSP decision-marc: _provisions per se cannot be used in this context.
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nt planning always derive from the interpretation of the key commitments
theteaty ofwashington,which provides more specific substance to them.

fact that the EU does not have acomparable .o--o'military structure
)s more room for interpretation.

3.2. Specfic references in the rnutual assistance obligation
Ther_e_are two separate paragr^phs in Articte zs n(D of the teaty on

pean union concerning the mutual assistance obligation, which deserve
ntion as regards implementation. The text of the obligation ends as fol-

"This shall not prejudice the specific character of the security and de-
policy of certain Member States."

obligation. Instead, it was included as a separate addendum to it. The second
paragraph involves the role of the NAIO alliance:

"Commitments and cooperation in this area shall be consistent with
commitments under the North Atlanticteaty organisation,which, for those
States which are members of it, remains the foundation of their collective
defence and the forum for its implementation.',

The Presidency included this verbiage as a compromise, based on a
proposal from the nonaligned countries. This did not fulfil the nonaligned
countries' objective of amending the phrasing itself of the mutual assistan."

The significance of both paragraphs, as the main obligation itself,, can
be equally well assessed from legal or politico-military perspectives. F.rom a
purelylegal standpoint the significance of neither parugriphis clearly evident.
First and foremost, the collective defence obligation inci,rd"d in the mutual
assistance clause has to be considered equally binding on all Member States
of the union. After all, neither paragraph includes arry g"rreral caveat to its
reference group as regards the implementation of the iligation. Nor have
other Member states come to such a conclusion when thev have evaluated
the mutual assistance clause. The reference to th. ,p..ific character of
certain Member states is widely interpreted as recogniti,on of, especially, the
nonaligned Member states, offering certain protection to their -1tt"ry-rrorr-
alignment policies. With regard to Austria the reference is crucial because
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obligation and the EU's military structure has to be evaluated.

The first relevant aspect in the evaluation of the EU's defence policy

solutions is the fact that 27 of the EU's 27 Member States are also mem-

bers of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, i.e. NATO' Hence, NATO
cooperation forms a central part of their defence policies.In the final analysis,

even NATO member states' defence policies rely almost solely on their

respective national systems, with NATO playing an important role in their

development.
When it comes to the member states of the Alliance, NATO'5 defence

policy role embodies participation in the common defence structurg

consisting of political and military command and control systems as well as

joint planning. The strategic outlines of this structure are defined in NAIOT
Strategic Concept which, since the turn of the century, has emphasised the

threat scenarios included in the comprehensive security concept, whilst the

threat of a large-scale attack is thought improbable. NATO, too, has developed

its command and control systems and operational planning on the basis of e

transient threat scenario. Nevertheless, even in spite of this change, Article 5

of the North Atlantic Treaty which details the common defence obligation

is still considered elemental. Interoperability requirements, facilitating crisis

management activities, are also regarded as conducive to cooperation under

Article 5, should they be needed. Furthermore, NATO philosophy continues

to rely on the role of the United States, with its nuclear weapons, as the citadd

of common defence and the ultimate deterrent.

The strategic Allied Command Operations, commanded by the Su-

preme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), is the epicentre of NATO's

military structure. SACEUR conducts military planning, including the

identification and requesting of forces required for the full range of Alli-
ance missions (promotion of stabiliry contribution to crisis management and

provision for effective defence).In principle, all armed forces of every member

state are included in the Alliance's military planning. In spite of this, member

states place their troops into categories. Firstly, there are the troops which arc

necessary for the defence of their own territory and their near environs an4

secondly, there are troops which can be deployed to out-of-area operatiom.
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aim to support these activities even in spite of recurring political discussions
for the development of some kind of "colnmon capacities""e

The EU does not possess a planning system like that of NATO" In-
stead, a capat:rlity development process exists for the purpose of creating and
improving crisis management capacities. The purpose of the process is to
generate the kind of crisis management capabilities that the Member States
have established as goals on the political 1evel and on the basis of Member
state's bids" In principle, the Member States can offer the same military
capabilities to the EU and NATO. Therefore, the dissimilarity between the
systems is found at the level of'total volume, planning and staff structures,
ruther than at the troop level.

,AJong with its foree planning system, NILTO's military command
structure plays a eentral role in the Alliance's common defence. It comprises
two strategic level commands: Allied Command Operations (-ACO) and
.Allied Command Transformation (A.CT), three operational level joint force
commands as well as several tactical level land, maritime and air headquarters.
trn addition to these, NAIO has Fligh Readiness Forces (Land), designated
by the member states.

The E{J does not possess a command structure comparable to that of
hJ,ryTO. The EU established a 20O-strong Military Staff (EU]\{S) for the
pr"eparation of its crisis managemenr-related decision-making. The EUMS
conducts strategic planning. F{owever, it does not lead operations. The so-
called Berlin FJus arrangementwas established for the purpose ofleading crisis
management operations" It is based on the possibiliry of drawing on NATO's
capabilities. In practical terms this means that the two crisis management
operations transferred from N,{TO to the EU have Lreen led by the ACO,
operating at the Supreme F{eadquarters,A.llied Powers Europe (SF{APE).

9 The Lisbon Tieary amended the TEU by emphasising this, for example, in Article 28 A(3)
as follows: "Meti'rber States shall undertake progressively to improtte their military capabilities. The Agenq,
in thefeld of defence capabilities deuelopment, research, acquisition and armaments (hereinafter referred to
as "the European Defence Agenclt") shall identify operational requirenzents, shall promote lneasures to sati$,
those requirernents, shall contribute to identifying and, uhere appropriate, implementing any measure needed
to strengthen the industrial and technological base ofthe defence sector, shall participate in defning a European
capabilities and armaments policy, and shall assist the Council in evaluating the improoentent of rnilitar1'
capabilities."
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Due to the different memberships of the EU and NATO this arrange-

nent has not \^/orked as well as expected. Consequently, the EU's autonomous

capabiliry has been developed by using multinational operational headquarters,

p'rovided by the large Member States. At present, five operational headquarters

have been made available to the Union.lo These will be multinationalised at

fieir inauguration. In addition to these, there is a so-called civil-military
cell at the EUMS for the pufpose of planning and commanding operations

which require the comprehensive use of civilian and military instruments. An
operations centfe was established at the EUMS in 2007. The aim is to use the

ops centre in future crisis management operations.

If the importance of the mutual assistance obligation's defence policy

is assessed in light of the present situation, it can be easily said that it lags

behind NATO in the mutual cooperation of member states and in developing

concrete, common capabilities. Even if NATO's present activities are more

geared towards crisis management than common defence, its history and

membership alone give it robust abilities to implement the common defence.

The contribution of the United States is, of course, considerable. Therefore,

it seems evident that most of the EU nations which also belong to NATO
are not in a position to expend political capital for the Pufpose of creating

extensive arrangements, independent from NATO, for implementing the

mutual assistance clause. When it comes to the EU Member States'territorial

defence solutions and abilities. the mutual assistance clause does not seem to

have any great effect, at least not in the near future.

If counter to all expectations, the mutual assistance clause would be

implemented in the near future in strict accordance to its lettet military

assistance mechanisms would primarily depend on whether the victim of the

aggression is a NATO nation. With regard to NATO members, NAIO's
common defence arrangement would assume primacy. The EU and its
non-NAIO Members would play a supporting role. Should a crisis of such

proportion befall an EU Member State, it is self-evident that the Uniont

10 France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Greece have made headquarters available to the

EU. The German-led headquarters were used in Operation EUFOR RD Congo and the French-led

headquarters are presently being used in Operation EUFORTCHAD.
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economic and political action would akeady be in place and, if the situatr
continued to escalate, perhaps military assistance betr,veen the Member Sta-,
would take place as well. Accordingly,it can be considered that the secur--
policy arrangements in the EU and NATO are complementary to a hi.
degree.

As regards military assistance outside Nlffo structures - involving t
EIJ's nonaligned Member States as providers or recipients of assistance

should NATO's common defence not have been implemented - it would h,.

to take place under bilateral treaties between the recipient and providers of r .

aid.The E{.J's crisis management capacities or other military capabilities shar.
by EU Member States might have arole in mutual assistance. Nevertheless, ,

long as no common defence planning exists, these woutrd have to be put in
operation by ad hoc arrangements.

The defence policy significance of the EIJ's mutual assistance clau,
seems to be concretising with time. Therefore, it should be considered as o,

item in the larger scheme of an independent security cap^crty for the EU.Tl,
process was spawned by the lJnioris crisis management acti'/ity, for whi.
said independent capacity is only gradually being created. Correspondin-e
it was not until recently when the EU's own territorial security has been se -

as the Member States'shared challenge, due to increasingly common exterr.
borders, the single currency and the expansion of the EU" Yet, the thre ,.

against the EU's territory do not primarily involve traditional armed attar,
or some other forms of aggression. Likewise, the instruments developed -

address the threats are mainly non-military"
Taking the EU's overall development into account it seems justifia:

to approximate that, in the long run, the mutual assistance obligation v
affect the military cooperation between the Vlember States as well as .

development of shared assets. The volume and the time span for t_.

depend greatly on NAT'Ot development as well as on the development
the European security environment in general. Even if present-day mi1it.-
cooperation within the EU mainly provides crisis management instrume :--

it does contain germs of further cooperation.These include, for example,:
European Defence Agency (ED,A) and the permanent strucrured cooperat:

uded in the Trez
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Obligatia asistentei reciproce in tratatul Uniunii Europene de la Lisabona
(Rezumat)

Una dintre caracteristicile cele mai importante din Tratatul de 1a

Lisabona este puterea de intdrire a rolului international al Uniunii Europene.
Potenlialul de extindere al UE ca 

^ctor 
international este recunoscut in moc

clar. in multe feluri, modificirile incluse in tatatul de la Lisabona au sconu-
de a crea condiflile necesare pentru actiuni mai eficiente 9i mai coerente.

Modificirile mentionate mai sus includ, de aseme nea, d.ezvortare.
Politicii Europene de securitate gi Apirare. Tratatul armonizeazr gi apropi.
politiciile Uniunii Europene de gestiona re militard.9i civilr a crizelor.i",r-r1.
sens general, Tratatul factlrteazd, de asemenea, actiunii in cadrul unui grup d.
state membre pentru gestionarea crtzelor precum gi dezvoltarru ,upuiitdtllo
militare.

Pentru prima dati in istoria UE, Tratatul de la Lisabona incorporeaz.
crauza de ajutor gi asistentd reciproci intre statele membre in cazul ur-
agresiuni armate. Aceasta oblign statele membre si ofere sprijin gi asisten:.
reciprocd' Nici o competenti nu este transferatd citre UE sau institutiilc:
sale in acest sens, gi nici o structuri militarr nu este creatdpentru punerea i:
aplicare a obligagiei. Scenariul agresiunii armateimpotriva unui stat membr,
avut in vedere in garantiile de securitate este extrem de putin probabil i.
situalia securitdtii europene. Totugi, prin adoptarea aceastei schimbar,
Uniunea Europeani indici dimensiunea solidaritatii intre statele membr.
Gama de instrumente de sporire a securitS.lii este mai cuprinzdtoare.la limir-
superioard acestora se afli Aparareacomuna europeana. Ilnirrrr.a este capabi__
si efectueze sarcini complexe de gestiona re a crizelor,in plus capacitatea sa i.
lupti impotriva terorismului a fost intiri t5". Clauzade asistentd reciproci. est.
in primul rdnd, asociatd cu agresiuni armate.

Acest studiu evarteazd, dimensiunile-cheie ale clauzei de asistenr_
reciproci in tatatul de la Lisabona.
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